Abstract: Land Surface temperature (LST) is a key magnitude for numerous studies, especially for climatology and assessment of energy fluxes between surface and atmosphere. Retrieval of accurate LST requires a good characterization of surface emissivity. Both quantities are coupled in a single radiance measurement; for this reason, for N spectral bands available in a remote sensor, there will always be N + 1 unknowns. To solve the indeterminacy, temperature-emissivity separation methods have been proposed, among which the Temperature Emissivity Separation (TES) algorithm is one of the most widely used. The Adjusted Normalized Emissivity Method (ANEM) was proposed as a modification of the Normalized Emissivity Method (NEM) algorithm by adjusting the initial emissivity guess using an estimation provided by the Vegetation Cover Method (VCM). In this work, both methods were applied to a set of five ASTER scenes over the area of Valencia, Spain, which were recalibrated and atmospherically corrected using local radiosoundings and ground measurements. These scenes were compared to the ASTER temperature and emissivity standard products (AST08 and AST05, respectively). The comparison to reference measurements showed a better agreement of ANEM LST in low spectral contrast surfaces, with biases of +0.4 K, +0.8 K for TES and +1.4 K for the AST08 product in a rice crop site. For sea surface temperature, bias was −0.1 K for ANEM, +0.3 K for TES and +1.3 K for the AST08 product. The larger differences of the AST08 product could be ascribed mainly to the atmospheric correction based on NCEP profiles in contrast to the local correction used in TES and ANEM and to a lesser extent the Maximum-Minimum Difference (MMD) empirical relationship used by TES. In terms of emissivity, ANEM obtained biases up to ±0.007 (positive over vegetation and negative over water), while TES biases were up to −0.015. The AST05 product showed differences up to −0.050, although for high contrast areas, such as sand surfaces, it showed better accuracy than both TES and ANEM. A comparison between TES and ANEM on four different classes within the scene showed a systematic difference between both algorithms, which was more pronounced for low spectral contrast surfaces. Therefore, ANEM improves the accuracy at low spectral contrast surfaces, while obtaining similar results to TES at higher spectral contrast surfaces, such as urban areas. The combination of both methods could provide a procedure benefiting from the strengths shown by each of them.
Introduction
Land Surface Temperature (LST) is one of the most important magnitudes for numerous climatological and meteorological processes, as the energy fluxes between surface and atmosphere for
The study area is characterized by the Mediterranean climate. It is a typically hot climate during the summer season. Maximum temperatures are close to 308 K; the minimum ones are around 293 K; and rain is scarce in this period of the year. The orography of the area is varied, with altitudes from sea level to 800 m, although most part of the zone is below 300 m.
Data
Five ASTER L1B scenes that provided the Top of Atmosphere (TOA) radiances required to apply the analyzed methods were used. These scenes were selected from all ASTER L1B scenes available for the study area taking into account two main reasons, which make the evaluation conditions optimum: the homogeneity of the surface existing during the summer period at the rice crops and the availability of in situ radiosounding profiles launched concurrently with the ASTER overpasses. The atmospheric correction was applied to the different scenes and channels in order to obtain the corresponding at-surface radiances required by the methods. The results were compared with ground data measured over the rice fields concurrent to the satellite overpass, with the Sea Surface Temperature (SST) product from the MODIS sensor and also with the ASTER emissivity and temperature standard products (AST05 and AST08, respectively). The study area is characterized by the Mediterranean climate. It is a typically hot climate during the summer season. Maximum temperatures are close to 308 K; the minimum ones are around 293 K; and rain is scarce in this period of the year. The orography of the area is varied, with altitudes from sea level to 800 m, although most part of the zone is below 300 m.
ASTER Sensor

Data
Five ASTER L1B scenes that provided the Top of Atmosphere (TOA) radiances required to apply the analyzed methods were used. These scenes were selected from all ASTER L1B scenes available for the study area taking into account two main reasons, which make the evaluation conditions optimum: the homogeneity of the surface existing during the summer period at the rice crops and the availability of in situ radiosounding profiles launched concurrently with the ASTER overpasses. The atmospheric correction was applied to the different scenes and channels in order to obtain the corresponding at-surface radiances required by the methods. The results were compared with ground data measured over the rice fields concurrent to the satellite overpass, with the Sea Surface Temperature Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 1251 4 of 22 (SST) product from the MODIS sensor and also with the ASTER emissivity and temperature standard products (AST05 and AST08, respectively).
ASTER Sensor
ASTER provides high resolution images of the Earth at 14 different bands of the electromagnetic spectrum, with two Visible and two Near-Infrared (VNIR) bands, six Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) bands and five Thermal Infrared (TIR) bands. The viewing angle is close to nadir (<8.5 • ). The spatial resolution depends on the sensor spectral band, with 15 m for VNIR, 30 m for SWIR and 90 m for the TIR (see Table 1 ). The VNIR data (ASTER Bands 2 and 3n) were used to calculate the NDVI needed to retrieve the ANEM emissivity as shown in the next section. The digital numbers were transformed to at-sensor radiances according to:
L TOA,i = (DN i − 1)UCC i
where UCC i are the unit conversion coefficients given in the scene metadata, which take values of 0.708 and 0.862 W m −2 sr −1 µm −1 for Bands 2 and 3, respectively. Then, L TOA,i was converted to at-surface reflectance using the image-based atmospheric correction model of Chavez et al. proposed in [26] , based on Dark-Object Subtraction (DOS model). This model corrects the at-sensor radiance subtracting the path radiance, before calculating the at-surface reflectance. For the TIR bands, at-surface radiances are needed to apply the TES and ANEM methods. To increase the precision and accuracy of the at-surface radiances, the local calibration and atmospheric correction proposed in [21] were applied instead of the ASTER standard calibration. This combined local calibration and atmospheric correction was given by a linear function of DN i :
where coefficients a i and b i depend on the band and date of the scene, L sur f ,i being the at-surface recalibrated and atmospherically-corrected radiances at band i. These coefficients were retrieved using simulated radiances from the radiative transfer code MODTRAN 4 [27] with atmospheric profiles of pressure, temperature and moisture measured using an RS80 radiosonde balloon launched at the study area at the time of satellite overpass (details are given in [21] ). The use of ground measurements reduces the L sur f ,i uncertainties due to calibration and atmospheric correction, so the application of Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 1251 5 of 22
the ANEM and TES methods should provide, in principle, more accurate results than the standard ASTER products. Coefficients used in Equation (2) for all dates are presented in Table 2 for each band. ASTER L2 standard products of emissivity and temperature (AST05 and AST08, respectively) were used as a reference to compare with the images obtained with the analyzed methods. AST05 and AST08 products are obtained by the TES algorithm, with a spatial resolution of 90 m. The nominal accuracy of these products are ±1.5 K for AST 08 and ±0.015 for AST05 [28] . These products use the radiative transfer model MODTRAN 3.5 with required atmospheric parameters obtained from the National Center of Environmental Prediction and the National Center of Atmosphere Research (NCEP and NCAR) and satellite data [23, 29] .
Reference Measurements
In order to evaluate the results obtained with the different methodologies, temperature and emissivity values for different surface types measured by Coll et al. [21] and Niclòs et al. [30] in the field were used.
One of the major difficulties with the evaluation of remote sensing data is the difference between the spatial scales of satellite and ground measurements. In this case, that ASTER sensor has a spatial resolution of 90 m in the TIR, but the spatial scale of ground radiometric measurements is usually lower than 1 m. In order to make the two types of measurements compatible, it is necessary to consider wide and homogeneous reference areas, both in temperature and emissivity. Consequently, water (Mediterranean Sea) and vegetation with complete cover (rice fields around Albufera Lake) were used for the evaluation and comparison.
The temperature of rice-covered surfaces was obtained through in situ radiometric measurements concurrent to the ASTER overpass, between 10:54 and 11:00 UTC depending on the data. Two CIMEL 312 radiometers [31] were used, for which the temperature measurements corresponding to 3 min around the satellite overpass were considered for evaluation. The mean value and standard deviation of those temperatures were calculated, the latter giving an estimate of the natural variability of ground temperatures in the area. The average radiometric temperature was corrected for emissivity and atmospheric effects using measurements of emissivity and atmospheric downwelling irradiance. The uncertainty associated with the in situ-measured LST includes the radiometer calibration uncertainties, the emissivity correction uncertainties and the natural variation of the surface temperature (see [21] for details). The retrieved LSTs and uncertainties for the rice field evaluation site are shown in Table 3 . Additionally, Table 4 shows the emissivity of the rice crops and also of the sand at the nearby beach that were measured in situ for the five bands of the CIMEL 312-2 radiometer through the TES method adapted to that radiometer [32] . Table 3 . Ground LST values and uncertainties measured in situ at the rice field concurrent to the ASTER overpass. MODIS-Terra SST product values (mean and standard deviation for 3 × 3 pixels centered at the location shown as latitude/longitude) from the Mediterranean Sea and the total precipitable water (TPW) are also given. To compare the ASTER-derived water temperature, the MODIS-Terra SST product MOD28 [33] with 1 km of spatial resolution was used. The SST was obtained for a window 3 × 3 of each MODIS scene and compared against a window of 33 × 33 pixels of ASTER centered on the same coordinates. Table 3 shows the MOD28 SST values together with their uncertainty, calculated as the quadratic sum of the SST standard deviation for the 3 × 3 pixels and the product uncertainty established by Niclòs et al. in [34] . This last uncertainty has a value of ±0.37 and was obtained as a result of a MOD28 product validation with in situ measurements. Water emissivity values, shown in Table 4 , were measured in [30] for the six CE312-2 bands. A sample of Mediterranean Sea water was used to obtain the emissivity from measurements of the surface and sky radiance with two CE312-2 radiometers and the surface temperature with several Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistors (see [30] for more details).
Methodology
TES Algorithm
The Temperature-Emissivity Separation (TES) method was first proposed in [10] to obtain LST and LSE from the five TIR ASTER channels. TES is applied to channel i at-surface radiance (L surf,i ), as given by Equation (3):
where B i (T) is Planck's function for the effective wavelength λ i of each ASTER band at surface temperature T, ε i is the channel emissivity and F atm,i is the downwelling atmospheric irradiance. TES starts with the Normalized Emissivity Method (NEM) module [19] , in which the at-surface radiances obtained from the atmospherically-corrected at-sensor radiances are introduced into Equation (3) using an initial surface emissivity value, generally 0.99, for all channels and pixels, and the Planck radiance B i (T) is retrieved for each band:
Planck radiances are then inverted obtaining five temperature values. The maximum temperature value (T NEM ) is chosen as the first approximation to the LST. Using T NEM in Equation (3), new emissivity values are retrieved for each band (ε NEM,i ):
ε NEM,i values are used to retrieve the temperature-independent β i index (β spectrum):
where ε is the mean value of NEM emissivities of the five TIR bands. Then, the difference between maximum and minimum β values is calculated (maximum-minimum difference or MMD). The MMD is related to the minimum value of the emissivity spectrum (ε min ) in accordance with an empirical relationship (calibration curve), which is obtained using a set of spectra of rocks, soils, vegetation, snow and water given in the ASTER library [35] . Hulley and Hook in [12] obtained a new expression, which adjusts better to vegetated covers since they used a larger number of vegetated cover types to estimate the MMD regression curve, which is:
This expression was compared with the one given by Gillespie et al. in [10] . The difference between both expressions according to the MMD value is shown in Figure 2 . This difference is higher for MMD values between 0.05 and 0.15, showing a maximum disagreement up to 1% in the minimum emissivity estimation.
Finally, the emissivity spectrum is calculated using ε min together with the β spectrum.
The emissivity spectra obtained from Equation (8) are then used in Equation (4), from which five new temperatures are retrieved. These new temperatures should be equal, but often, they present small differences. If these differences are lower than the noise equivalent temperature difference (NE∆T) Figure 2. Difference between minimum emissivity retrieved using the empirical expression proposed in [12] and the one proposed in [10] depending on the maximum-minimum difference (MMD).
ANEM Algorithm
The Adjusted Normalized Emissivity Method (ANEM) was proposed in [18] as a combination of the Vegetation Cover Method (VCM) [20, 36] and NEM [19] , explained in Section 3.1. In ANEM, the emissivity introduced as the input in NEM is retrieved with VCM depending on the vegetation fraction of each pixel in the scene. As a consequence, a different value of emissivity is used for each pixel as initial emissivity for NEM, instead of a unique value for all pixels.
To apply ANEM, it is required to distinguish between natural areas, urban areas and water using the corresponding masks in the scene. They were obtained using ASTER Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) bands (Bands 4-9) with a supervised classification using a Mahalanobis distance of 30 m. We selected the following regions of interest: natural areas including different types of agricultural fields (mainly rice paddies and orange groves) and forested areas; urban areas such as the city of Valencia and other smaller towns around it; and water areas of the Mediterranean Sea and the Albufera Lake. The VCM is applied for natural areas. The effective emissivity of a heterogeneous and rough surface is calculated as:
where and are the emissivities of vegetation and soil pixels in band i, respectively, is the vegetation fractional cover and is a term related to the internal reflections between vegetation and soil that depend on the surface structure (cavity term), which is given in [37] :
The and values (see Table 5 ) were estimated from the spectra provided in the ASTER spectral library. For vegetation, was calculated as the average emissivity of green vegetation samples (grass and conifer) for each of the five ASTER TIR bands; while for soil, the procedure is the same, but using 65 soil samples, including 23 aridisols, 11 entisols, 10 mollisols, 9 alfisols, 8 inceptisols, 2 vertisols, 1 spodosol and 1 ultisol. Before the estimation, the different emissivity spectra were integrated with the filter functions of the five ASTER TIR channels to get band-integrated emissivities corresponding to each spectrum. Difference between minimum emissivity retrieved using the empirical expression proposed in [12] and the one proposed in [10] depending on the maximum-minimum difference (MMD).
where ε vi and ε si are the emissivities of vegetation and soil pixels in band i, respectively, P v is the vegetation fractional cover and dε i is a term related to the internal reflections between vegetation and soil that depend on the surface structure (cavity term), which is given in [37] :
The ε vi and ε si values (see Table 5 ) were estimated from the spectra provided in the ASTER spectral library. For vegetation, ε vi was calculated as the average emissivity of green vegetation samples (grass and conifer) for each of the five ASTER TIR bands; while for soil, the procedure is the same, but using 65 soil samples, including 23 aridisols, 11 entisols, 10 mollisols, 9 alfisols, 8 inceptisols, 2 vertisols, 1 spodosol and 1 ultisol. Before the estimation, the different emissivity spectra were integrated with the filter functions of the five ASTER TIR channels to get band-integrated emissivities corresponding to each spectrum. Table 5 . Emissivity of vegetation (ε vi ), soil (ε si ) and cavity term ( dε i ) to be used in the Vegetation Cover Method (VCM) for the different ASTER TIR channels (see Equation (9)). The indicated uncertainties correspond to the standard deviation of the emissivity values for all the considered samples. Different values of vegetation fraction between 0 and 1 were introduced into Equation (9) together with the coefficients given in Table 5 . For each value of P v , five different effective emissivity values were retrieved, one per band, then the maximum value was taken. The obtained emissivity maximum values were adjusted against P v , with a correlation coefficient of 0.987, resulting in Equation (11), which directly provides the maximum emissivity value to be introduced into NEM as a function of the vegetation fraction:
Band
The vegetation fraction needed in Equation (11) was calculated following the procedure proposed in [20] :
where i is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) [38] of each pixel, i s and i v are the minimum and maximum NDVI values of the area, which are representative of bare soil and dense vegetation, respectively, and K = (ρ 3v − ρ 2v )/(ρ 3s − ρ 2s ), where ρ is (ρ iv ) is the at-surface reflectance value in the red (ASTER Band 2) and near-infrared (ASTER band 3) over pixels where the values i s (i v ) are found. Then, the NDVI image was resized to the SWIR pixel size in order to take the i s and i v values from the histogram of the scene taking into consideration only the pixels belonging to the natural areas mask. Using the cumulative histogram, the mean value of the pixels between percentiles 4 and 7 was used to calculate i s , while the mean of the pixels with percentiles between 93 and 96 of the NDVI distribution was used to obtain i v .
Since the previous procedure is not applicable in the case of urban zones and water surfaces, an input emissivity value for the NEM module was determined for them. For water, the emissivity values for the ASTER channels were obtained from Niclòs et al. in [30] (see Table 4 ). The maximum value was taken as ε max = 0.991 corresponding to ASTER Band 14.
For urban areas, the ASTER library spectra of manmade materials were divided into three groups: construction concrete (to estimate the emissivity of building walls), road asphalts and tars (to estimate the emissivity of streets) and roofing materials (emissivity of building tops). All the spectra in these groups were integrated with the filter functions. For each group, the average and the standard deviation were calculated, obtaining three values of emissivity with a given uncertainty (see Table 6 ).
With these values, the effective emissivity of the urban areas was determined using the model of Caselles and Sobrino described in [39] :
where ε t is the roofing materials emissivity (building tops), ε g is road asphalts and tars emissivity (streets), ε w is construction concrete emissivity (building walls), P t is the roof proportion, H is the height of components in the urban area and S is the separation between these components.
In the calculations, different combinations of the aspect ratio H/S (from 0.5-10, at intervals of 0.5) and P t (from 0.2-0.8, at intervals of 0.05) were considered for the possible urban structures. Using these values, urban emissivity values were simulated using a random procedure considering that the different variables in Equation (13) were normally distributed around a mean value, given by the mean values in Table 6 , with a standard deviation given by the corresponding uncertainties in that table. Each simulation in this procedure gives as a result an emissivity for the urban area. The procedure was repeated 25 times, from which the final urban emissivity value was calculated as the average of the 25 different obtained values. It was checked that the use of a larger number of repetitions did not change the obtained average value and the standard deviation. The final values and uncertainties for the urban emissivity at the ASTER bands are shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . Emissivity of urban areas (ε urban area ) used by the VCM algorithm for the ASTER TIR bands. The values of the emissivities and uncertainties of building tops (ε t ), streets (ε g ) and building walls (ε w ) used to retrieve the emissivity of urban areas are also shown. See the main text for additional details. In the ANEM algorithm, the VCM emissivity values for the natural areas must be calculated for each scene; however, the estimated values for water and urban areas can be used for every ASTER scene and do not need to be estimated again.
ASTER
Results
Land Surface Temperature and Emissivity Evaluation
The values retrieved from TES and ANEM algorithms and the ASTER AST08 product were compared with ground measurements at the rice fields around the Albufera Lake and water from the Mediterranean Sea. LST values retrieved with each source are shown in Table 7 . Table 7 . LST values retrieved at evaluation points of rice crops and water from TES, Adjusted Normalized Emissivity Method (ANEM) and AST08 scenes, together with reference values measured at the ground for each analyzed day. The standard deviation (Std) of each measurement is also shown. From the comparison of LST and SST values in Table 7 , a better agreement between ANEM and the reference values is obtained in both areas, rice crops and the Mediterranean Sea. For the rice crops area, the three products overestimate the LST reference value, with a mean bias of +0.8 K for TES, +0.4 K for ANEM and +1.4 K for the AST08 product. While for seawater, the mean bias for TES is +0.3 K, −0.1 K for ANEM and +1.3 K for the AST08 product. In these cases, TES and the AST08 product overestimate the references values while ANEM shows a slight underestimation of them, although on some days, such as 3 August 2004 and 11 July 2007, ANEM overestimates the SST value. It was checked that the standard deviation of SST did not depend significantly on the number of pixels used for the calculation (with similar results for 3 × 3 and 33 × 33 pixel boxes).
The emissivity at the same points was retrieved for the ASTER thermal bands using the TES and ANEM algorithms and also the AST05 product. These emissivity values were compared with the reference measurements for rice crops and water. A comparison for the sand beach was added in this analysis.
The obtained rice crop emissivity spectra corresponding to the days analyzed in this paper are shown in Figure 3 . Vertical bar errors depicted in Figure 3 represent the standard deviation of the 3 × 3 window centered on the pixel of the evaluation point.
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The obtained rice crop emissivity spectra corresponding to the days analyzed in this paper are shown in Figure 3 . Vertical bar errors depicted in Figure 3 represent the standard deviation of the 3 × 3 window centered on the pixel of the evaluation point. The underestimated values of TES and AST05 emissivity are in accordance with the LST bias observed before. Moreover, the larger LST difference observed in AST08 is shown again in Figure 3 in terms of emissivity differences in the AST05 product.
In Figure 4 , water spectral emissivity is depicted for each studied day. Vertical bar errors in Figure 4 represent the standard deviation of the 33 × 33 window centered on the pixel of the evaluation point.
Results in Figure 4 show better agreement between ANEM and reference emissivity, with differences under 1%. Differences between TES, ANEM and the AST05 product and reference values are, respectively: −0. Table 7 , which determined that the ANEM SST was the most accurate compared to the reference. The largest differences were shown, as with LST, by the AST05 product, with differences up to 5%. It is noticed that all of them underestimate reference emissivity as was observed previously over low-contrast surfaces [21] . This underestimation is more pronounced at Bands 10-12, as was observed in [13] . The underestimated values of TES and AST05 emissivity are in accordance with the LST bias observed before. Moreover, the larger LST difference observed in AST08 is shown again in Figure 3 in terms of emissivity differences in the AST05 product.
Results in Figure 4 show better agreement between ANEM and reference emissivity, with differences under 1%. Differences between TES, ANEM and the AST05 product and reference values are, respectively: −0.014, −0.005 and −0. Table 7 , which determined that the ANEM SST was the most accurate compared to the reference. The largest differences were shown, as with LST, by the AST05 product, with differences up to 5%. It is noticed that all of them underestimate reference emissivity as was observed previously over low-contrast surfaces [21] . This underestimation is more pronounced at Bands 10-12, as was observed in [13] . The emissivity comparison was also made using pixels along the beach coastline, since the sand emissivity spectrum was also measured in situ. In Figure 5 , the retrieved emissivity spectra are depicted together with the reference emissivity of sand beach measured using the TES method with the CIMEL 312-2 radiometer. Results in Figure 5 show a better agreement of the AST05 product, with differences below 1% in some cases with respect to the reference values. Average differences between TES, ANEM and AST05 with reference values are, respectively: 0.063, 0.059 and −0.001 for Band 10; 0.082, 0.083 and 0.037 for Band 11; 0.077, 0.079 and 0.032 for Band 12; 0.011, 0.015 and 0.008 for Band 13; and 0.011, 0.015 and −0.009 for Band 14. For sand, the ASTER product AST05 works better than TES and ANEM, with values closer to the reference. These results show that the ASTER product is working pretty well for this high contrast surface (sand beach), but shows significant errors in relation to low contrast surfaces (i.e., vegetation and water). The atmospherically-adjusted and -recalibrated TES used in this work and the ANEM algorithm supply very similar values in the case of sand, although they are The emissivity comparison was also made using pixels along the beach coastline, since the sand emissivity spectrum was also measured in situ. In Figure 5 , the retrieved emissivity spectra are depicted together with the reference emissivity of sand beach measured using the TES method with the CIMEL 312-2 radiometer. The emissivity comparison was also made using pixels along the beach coastline, since the sand emissivity spectrum was also measured in situ. In Figure 5 , the retrieved emissivity spectra are depicted together with the reference emissivity of sand beach measured using the TES method with the CIMEL 312-2 radiometer. Results in Figure 5 show a better agreement of the AST05 product, with differences below 1% in some cases with respect to the reference values. Average differences between TES, ANEM and AST05 with reference values are, respectively: 0.063, 0.059 and −0.001 for Band 10; 0.082, 0.083 and 0.037 for Band 11; 0.077, 0.079 and 0.032 for Band 12; 0.011, 0.015 and 0.008 for Band 13; and 0.011, 0.015 and −0.009 for Band 14. For sand, the ASTER product AST05 works better than TES and ANEM, with values closer to the reference. These results show that the ASTER product is working pretty well for this high contrast surface (sand beach), but shows significant errors in relation to low contrast surfaces (i.e., vegetation and water). The atmospherically-adjusted and -recalibrated TES used in this work and the ANEM algorithm supply very similar values in the case of sand, although they are Results in Figure 5 show a better agreement of the AST05 product, with differences below 1% in some cases with respect to the reference values. Average differences between TES, ANEM and AST05 with reference values are, respectively: 0.063, 0.059 and −0.001 for Band 10; 0.082, 0.083 and 0.037 for Band 11; 0.077, 0.079 and 0.032 for Band 12; 0.011, 0.015 and 0.008 for Band 13; and 0.011, 0.015 and −0.009 for Band 14. For sand, the ASTER product AST05 works better than TES and ANEM, with values closer to the reference. These results show that the ASTER product is working pretty well for this high contrast surface (sand beach), but shows significant errors in relation to low contrast surfaces (i.e., vegetation and water). The atmospherically-adjusted and -recalibrated TES used in this work and the ANEM algorithm supply very similar values in the case of sand, although they are overestimating significantly the emissivity in Channels 10-12, giving better results in Bands 13 and 14.
Comparison between TES and ANEM
To compare both methods over different surface types, four different cover types characteristic of the area were chosen: rice crop, water, orange fields and urban areas. Emissivity spectra for the four classes are presented in Figures 6-9 .
Rice crop emissivity for ASTER bands is depicted in Figure 6 . This emissivity was calculated as the average value of all pixels classified as rice crop; vertical bar errors show the emissivity standard deviation. These spectra show ANEM emissivities higher than TES ones, with differences ε TES − ε ANEM ranging between −0.009 and −0.012 depending on the spectral band and the analyzed scene, with larger differences for lower wavelengths. In comparison to the reference spectrum in Figure 3 , TES underestimates emissivity, while ANEM overestimates it, but in both cases, the differences are within the measurement errors. As shown in Figure 3 , TES adjusted better for lower wavelengths, with differences smaller than ±0.005 in ASTER Bands 10, 11 and 12, while for Bands 13 and 14, these differences are up to ±0.013. For ANEM emissivity, Band 10 shows a difference up to ±0.015; Bands 11 and 12 show differences lower than ±0.008; and for Bands 13 and 14, the emissivity values are closer, with differences below ±0.003. The standard deviation obtained for each channel emissivity is higher for shorter wavelengths than for longer ones, taking values from ±0.006-±0.013 for TES and from ±0.004-±0.011 for ANEM, showing a reasonable homogeneity within this class.
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Rice crop emissivity for ASTER bands is depicted in Figure 6 . This emissivity was calculated as the average value of all pixels classified as rice crop; vertical bar errors show the emissivity standard deviation. These spectra show ANEM emissivities higher than TES ones, with differences − ranging between −0.009 and −0.012 depending on the spectral band and the analyzed scene, with larger differences for lower wavelengths. In comparison to the reference spectrum in Figure 3 , TES underestimates emissivity, while ANEM overestimates it, but in both cases, the differences are within the measurement errors. As shown in Figure 3 , TES adjusted better for lower wavelengths, with differences smaller than ±0.005 in ASTER Bands 10, 11 and 12, while for Bands 13 and 14, these differences are up to ±0.013. For ANEM emissivity, Band 10 shows a difference up to ±0.015; Bands 11 and 12 show differences lower than ±0.008; and for Bands 13 and 14, the emissivity values are closer, with differences below ±0.003. The standard deviation obtained for each channel emissivity is higher for shorter wavelengths than for longer ones, taking values from ±0.006-±0.013 for TES and from ±0.004-±0.011 for ANEM, showing a reasonable homogeneity within this class. The same analysis was performed for pixels classified as water, which include the Mediterranean Sea and the Albufera Lake, and the results are shown in Figure 7 . ANEM produces emissivity values higher than TES. There is a constant difference between them for all bands of − = −0.009 , which means a consistency in the spectral shape retrieved from both methods. This shape is in accordance with the reference spectra shown in Figure 4 , although both methods underestimated the reference values, with higher differences for TES, which are up to −0.022, than for ANEM with differences up to −0.011. The same analysis was performed for pixels classified as water, which include the Mediterranean Sea and the Albufera Lake, and the results are shown in Figure 7 . ANEM produces emissivity values higher than TES. There is a constant difference between them for all bands of ε TES − ε ANEM = −0.009, which means a consistency in the spectral shape retrieved from both methods. This shape is in accordance with the reference spectra shown in Figure 4 , although both methods underestimated the reference values, with higher differences for TES, which are up to −0.022, than for ANEM with differences up to −0.011. Since the agricultural area is the most extensive class, an orange field area common for the five scenes was selected to provide a surface with constant vegetation fractional cover over time (trees are green-leaved and have no fruits in the summer season). Figure 8 shows the emissivity spectra for this class. For each scene, the TES and ANEM methods provide the same spectral shape for each day, with emissivity differences Figure 9 shows the emissivity corresponding to urban areas, which include cities, towns, industrial zones and other urbanized sites. For urban surfaces, emissivity spectra retrieved from TES and ANEM provide closer values, with differences below ±0.004. For ASTER Bands 10, 11 and 12, TES overestimates ANEM values, with differences − up to +0.007. For Bands 13 and 14, it depends on the scene, but the differences are very close to zero. The standard deviation obtained for Since the agricultural area is the most extensive class, an orange field area common for the five scenes was selected to provide a surface with constant vegetation fractional cover over time (trees are green-leaved and have no fruits in the summer season). Figure 8 shows the emissivity spectra for this class. For each scene, the TES and ANEM methods provide the same spectral shape for each day, with emissivity differences ε TES − ε ANEM of −0. Since the agricultural area is the most extensive class, an orange field area common for the five scenes was selected to provide a surface with constant vegetation fractional cover over time (trees are green-leaved and have no fruits in the summer season). Figure 8 shows the emissivity spectra for this class. For each scene, the TES and ANEM methods provide the same spectral shape for each day, with emissivity differences Figure 9 shows the emissivity corresponding to urban areas, which include cities, towns, industrial zones and other urbanized sites. For urban surfaces, emissivity spectra retrieved from TES and ANEM provide closer values, with differences below ±0.004. For ASTER Bands 10, 11 and 12, TES overestimates ANEM values, with differences − up to +0.007. For Bands 13 and 14, it depends on the scene, but the differences are very close to zero. The standard deviation obtained for Figure 8 . Mean emissivity retrieved with TES and ANEM methods using the pixels selected over orange fields for the five thermal ASTER bands. Figure 9 shows the emissivity corresponding to urban areas, which include cities, towns, industrial zones and other urbanized sites. For urban surfaces, emissivity spectra retrieved from TES and ANEM provide closer values, with differences below ±0.004. For ASTER Bands 10, 11 and 12, TES overestimates ANEM values, with differences ε TES − ε ANEM up to +0.007. For Bands 13 and 14, it depends on the scene, but the differences are very close to zero. The standard deviation obtained for TES is between ±0.009 and ±0.018, and for ANEM, it is between ±0.008 and ±0.020, with higher differences for lower wavelengths.
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TES is between ±0.009 and ±0.018, and for ANEM, it is between ±0.008 and ±0.020, with higher differences for lower wavelengths. Figure 9 . Mean emissivity retrieved with TES and ANEM methods using the pixels classified as urban area for the five thermal ASTER bands.
Discussion
Advantages and Limitations of TES and ANEM
TES and ANEM algorithms have as a common point the use of the NEM method. TES uses NEM as the initial module starting from a single emissivity value for every pixel and channel to get a first-guess relative spectrum, which is then spectrally tuned using the MMD empirical relationship getting finally the LST. ANEM obtains a maximum emissivity value different for each pixel (contrary to TES) using the VCM algorithm, then obtains the emissivity spectrum using this first-guess emissivity in the NEM method.
Both methods need the use of at-surface radiances corrected for the atmospheric effects as input data. For this reason, atmospheric correction with radiosounding profiles spatially and temporally coincident to the ASTER data recordings and local recalibration of the ASTER radiances were used. This procedure assured that both methods were compared under optimal conditions. A rough classification is required in the VCM module of ANEM to separate the vegetated surfaces from urban and water areas (and eventually, ice/snow where needed). For water and urban areas, the maximum emissivity is estimated once (as in this paper) and can be applied to different scenes and areas. For the vegetated surface, the maximum emissivity for NEM needs an estimation of the fractional vegetation cover that can be calculated easily from VNIR data using the proposed methodology with low dependence on the atmospheric correction and two average emissivity coefficients, namely bare soil and vegetation emissivity. A mean emissivity is enough for vegetation, but it could be insufficient to describe the variation of all soil types, especially in the 8-10-µm range. However, the soil emissivity usually peaks within 10-12 µm just where soil emissivities show much lower variability as can be seen in the standard deviation of the soil coefficients for ASTER Channels 13 and 14 in Table 5 (below ±0.006). Note that in ANEM, the VCM is used to get a first-guess maximum emissivity as the input to the NEM module and not to obtain the final spectrum. In addition, the VCM allows adjusting this first-guess considering the temporal changes in the surface introduced by the vegetation phenology; these changes can be significant through the year especially for senescent vegetation and agricultural areas.
The matrix confusion of the classification was used to check its accuracy, and it showed an overall accuracy of 97.3% and an index kappa of 0.967. In any case, an estimation of the emissivity error in ANEM due to misclassified pixels was also made. It would cause a difference in the initial Figure 9 . Mean emissivity retrieved with TES and ANEM methods using the pixels classified as urban area for the five thermal ASTER bands.
Discussion
Advantages and Limitations of TES and ANEM
The matrix confusion of the classification was used to check its accuracy, and it showed an overall accuracy of 97.3% and an index kappa of 0.967. In any case, an estimation of the emissivity error in ANEM due to misclassified pixels was also made. It would cause a difference in the initial emissivity at the NEM module. If a pixel of the urban area were misclassified as water or vegetated area, or vice versa, this difference in the initial emissivity would be ±0.015. This difference at the initial emissivity would lead to errors up to ±0.7 K in the final LST following the described methodology.
In contrast, TES applies the NEM module with a single emissivity value to get a first relative emissivity spectrum and LST value. They are then refined by using the MMD empirical relationship that places the absolute value of the emissivity spectrum providing the final LST. The main drawback of TES is the MMD relationship that was initially derived with a strong predominance of soil and rock samples, although it was modified by Hulley and Hook in [12] by adding simulated samples with different degrees of vegetation cover; and the high sensitivity of the MMD to residual errors in the atmospheric correction that makes this relationship provide too low minimum emissivities, thus lowering the whole spectrum. For that reason, TES provides in general excellent results over high contrast surfaces (almost all the validation exercises have been conducted till present over desert areas), but more modest results over vegetated or water surfaces.
Quality of Reference Data
Different data were used as the reference for validating the results obtained. For rice crops, LST data were measured with several CIMEL 312 radiometers deployed in the field concurrent to the scene acquisition, providing accurate ground reference values. For water, no radiometric or contact temperatures provided by sea buoys were available at the time of scene acquisitions; thus, the MODIS L2 SST product (MOD28) was taken as the reference, or at least as a cross-comparison for the TES and ANEM results. Although the MOD28 SST product is not a ground reference strictly speaking, the SST values are obtained using a split-window algorithm devised specifically for the sea surface and has been extensively validated [40] [41] [42] [43] , in particular including buoys in the Mediterranean Sea in the comparison [34] , providing an overall accuracy of ±0.37 K (for MODIS viewing angles ≤40 • ) that gives confidence to these data as a valid reference for TES and ANEM. The difference in spatial resolution of MODIS (1 km) and ASTER (90 m) is not a limiting condition for the comparison, since SST usually varies smoothly in space as can be seen in the low standard deviations of the MODIS SST data collected in 3 × 3 pixel boxes (<0.2 K) and the corresponding TES and ANEM SST values for 33 × 33 pixel windows (<0.3 K).
LSE and LST Evaluation
With regard to the LST evaluation using the reference measurements, the ASTER AST08 product retrieved values within the uncertainty established in [10] , as other previous works have pointed out [13, 22] . However, the LSTs obtained from the applied TES and ANEM algorithms showed a better accuracy in this paper when applied to data with a more site-specific atmospheric correction, the results being slightly better for ANEM than for TES.
With regard to emissivity, it is observed that for surfaces with low spectral contrast such as water or rice crops, AST05 provides less accurate values than ANEM or TES out of the predicted uncertainty range proposed in [10] . These differences could be due to the empirical expression to retrieve the minimum emissivity from MMD at the AST05 product algorithm, which is not fitted to low contrast surfaces [12] , as well as to the atmospheric correction applied at the product AST05, since NCEP atmospheric profiles are less accurate than profiles obtained by in situ radiosoundings [44, 45] . As an example, Pérez-Planells et al. in [45] showed that using interpolated NCEP profiles instead of radiosoundings yielded errors of ±0.6 K for sites close to sea level, which would be equivalent to ±0.01 in terms of emissivity. Moreover, previous studies pointed out that ASTER product atmospheric correction loses accuracy in warm and humid areas close to sea level [23, 24] . Despite using an MMD relationship including additional samples for vegetated surfaces and a local recalibration and atmospheric correction, the results of emissivity for these surfaces are systematically lower for TES than for ANEM (see Figures 3 and 4) , which confirms the existence of an impact of residual atmospheric correction errors that may be affecting TES emissivities more than ANEM ones.
Nevertheless, for a high contrast surface as the sand beach is, the AST05 product fits much better to the ground reference measurement than the TES applied in this paper and ANEM, especially for spectral bands from 8-10 µm. It is difficult to find an explanation of this result, provided that the AST05 product and the TES version applied in this work should at least give similar results, since a local radiosounding was used in the latter. By contrast, TES provides virtually the same results as ANEM for that surface type.
TES and ANEM Comparison over Time
The comparison between TES and ANEM algorithms on different surfaces over time shows that the obtained spectra are consistent for all surfaces, with little differences, which are always within the uncertainty. For rice crop, water and orange field, ANEM emissivity values are higher than TES by 1%, ANEM results being closer to the ground reference values.
For urban areas, an overestimation of TES emissivity is observed, which does not appear in the previous classes, so urban area is a class that provides pixels with positive differences between TES and ANEM. In this class, moreover, the spectra show again temporal consistency over the years, as was the case of rice crops and water.
It is worth showing that two different areas can be distinguished inside the urban class. Using TES emissivities in ASTER Bands 10, 12 and 14, emissivity bands in the RGB composition shown in Figure 10 for the scene on 3 August 2004, city areas (red pixels) can be clearly distinguished from industrial areas (green pixels); a difference that cannot be clearly observed with the VNIR and SWIR bands. The same effect was observed using ANEM emissivities. For each scene, a set of 3 × 3 pixels (selected from visual inspection of Figure 10 ) was used to retrieve the emissivity spectra of each area for the five TES scenes used in this work, obtaining the results shown in Figure 11 .
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It is worth showing that two different areas can be distinguished inside the urban class. Using TES emissivities in ASTER Bands 10, 12 and 14, emissivity bands in the RGB composition shown in Figure 10 for the scene on 3 August 2004, city areas (red pixels) can be clearly distinguished from industrial areas (green pixels); a difference that cannot be clearly observed with the VNIR and SWIR bands. The same effect was observed using ANEM emissivities. For each scene, a set of 3 × 3 pixels (selected from visual inspection of Figure 10 ) was used to retrieve the emissivity spectra of each area for the five TES scenes used in this work, obtaining the results shown in Figure 11 . A clearly different spectrum for each area is observed. The main construction materials for the city area are red bricks, terra cotta tiles and asphalt for building roofing and streets. The emissivity spectra of these materials were retrieved from the ASTER Spectral Library and integrated for the TIR ASTER bands (see Figure 12 ). The same process was done for the industrial area, considering concrete, galvanized steel, oxidized galvanized steel and asphalt as the main construction materials for this area (see Figure 13 ). Oxidized galvanized steel was also included because galvanized steel oxidizes after a time outdoors. A clearly different spectrum for each area is observed. The main construction materials for the city area are red bricks, terra cotta tiles and asphalt for building roofing and streets. The emissivity spectra of these materials were retrieved from the ASTER Spectral Library and integrated for the TIR ASTER bands (see Figure 12 ). The same process was done for the industrial area, considering concrete, galvanized steel, oxidized galvanized steel and asphalt as the main construction materials for this area (see Figure 13 ). Oxidized galvanized steel was also included because galvanized steel oxidizes after a time outdoors.
Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 1251 18 of 22 Figure 10 . Scene over the study area on 3 August 2004 using TES emissivity from ASTER Channels 10 (8.29 µm), 12 (9.08 µm) and 14 (11.32 µm) to compose the RGB image, respectively. A clearly different spectrum for each area is observed. The main construction materials for the city area are red bricks, terra cotta tiles and asphalt for building roofing and streets. The emissivity spectra of these materials were retrieved from the ASTER Spectral Library and integrated for the TIR ASTER bands (see Figure 12 ). The same process was done for the industrial area, considering concrete, galvanized steel, oxidized galvanized steel and asphalt as the main construction materials for this area (see Figure 13 ). Oxidized galvanized steel was also included because galvanized steel oxidizes after a time outdoors. The TES emissivity spectra obtained for the city area ( Figure 11 ) resemble the spectra of red brick and asphalt roofing (Figure 12) , showing similar shapes. This is reasonable, since red brick is one of the materials most used in buildings. It is observed that the city spectra show values higher than any material; this may be due to the cavity effect caused by the city structure. Looking at the industrial area, the TES emissivity spectra shown in Figure 11 are very similar to the shape of the oxidized galvanized steel spectrum shown in Figure 13 . It should be noted that this last spectrum does not fit the MMD regression curve used by TES, showing lower values ( = 0.65) than those predicted by Equation (7) ( = 0.82) for MMD = 0.16 observed in Figure 13 . Taking into account the spectra of the other materials used in these zones, which have higher emissivity values and a lower spectral contrast, and taking into account the cavity effect, the spectra compare reasonably well.
Conclusion
This paper compared the TES and ANEM algorithms using L1 ASTER data that were recalibrated and atmospherically corrected using concurrent local atmospheric profiles. The algorithms were applied to a set of five ASTER scenes over the area of Valencia, Spain, which included water, agricultural and urban areas. The results were compared to the ASTER temperature and emissivity standard products (AST08 and AST05 products, respectively).
The surface temperatures obtained from TES, ANEM and AST08 product were validated with reference measurements taken on a rice paddy located near the Albufera Lake of Valencia and also with the sea surface temperature provided by Terra MODIS (MOD28 product). From these comparisons, it is concluded that ANEM shows the best agreement, with a bias of +0.4 K and −0.01 K for LST and SST, respectively. For TES, biases are +0.8 K and +0.3 K, respectively. Both methods provide good results since their accuracy is less than 1 K. Results shown by the AST08 product are worse, with biases of +1.4 K for LST and +1.3 K for SST; this may be due largely to the use of NCEP profiles for atmospheric correction in AST08 in comparison to the local recalibration and atmospheric correction performed in ANEM and TES.
The emissivity spectra obtained with both methods and provided by the AST05 product were compared on two land surfaces, rice and sand, for which ground measurements were made, and on the sea surface using the water spectra provided by the ASTER spectral library. It was observed that The TES emissivity spectra obtained for the city area ( Figure 11 ) resemble the spectra of red brick and asphalt roofing (Figure 12) , showing similar shapes. This is reasonable, since red brick is one of the materials most used in buildings. It is observed that the city spectra show values higher than any material; this may be due to the cavity effect caused by the city structure. Looking at the industrial area, the TES emissivity spectra shown in Figure 11 are very similar to the shape of the oxidized galvanized steel spectrum shown in Figure 13 . It should be noted that this last spectrum does not fit the MMD regression curve used by TES, showing lower values (ε min = 0.65) than those predicted by Equation (7) (ε min = 0.82) for MMD = 0.16 observed in Figure 13 . Taking into account the spectra of the other materials used in these zones, which have higher emissivity values and a lower spectral contrast, and taking into account the cavity effect, the spectra compare reasonably well.
Conclusions
The emissivity spectra obtained with both methods and provided by the AST05 product were compared on two land surfaces, rice and sand, for which ground measurements were made, and on the sea surface using the water spectra provided by the ASTER spectral library. It was observed that in the case of rice crops, TES provided values closer to the reference spectra in ASTER Bands 10-12, 
